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Objective:

 To expose the student to machine-level programming model 
(concepts and elements) and assembly language as a 
mnemonic expression of programs at that level.

 To guide the student in developing an appreciation of how 
the high-level language constructs are implemented at the 
machine level. 

 To guide the student in developing proficiency (expertise!) 
in programming using assembly language on a selected 
platform.
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To be able to
 Explain the machine-level programming model.

 Explain the structure and components of an assembly 
language program. 

 Describe the various assembly language instructions and 
constructs.

 Explain the implementation, at machine-level, of high-level 
program & data constructs. 

 Develop assembly language programs of medium 
complexity

 Explain the structure of an executable program image and 
how the compilation and linking processes generate it.

 Interface assembly language code modules with high-level 
programming code modules

Learning outcomes
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Reference Texts:

Assembly Language for Intel-Based Computers, 

Kip R. Irvine

http://www.nuvisionmiami.com/books/asm
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Programming Platforms:

MASM 6.15 on MS-Windows (intel 80x86 
family computers)

Softcopy course materials:

http://10.2.20.48   (accessible from within the UoN intranet)

Assessment:

Programming assignments 30%, Continuous 
assessment test 20%, Final exam 50%
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1. Review of Machine-level programming model

2. Introduction to Assembly Language: 
 program structure, elements, statement & 

instruction formats, addressing modes; masm 6.15; 
irvine32 library.

3. Elementary instructions
 Data move instructions

 Arithmetic Instructions

 Logical, shift and rotate

 Transfer of Control Instructions

4. Selection and iteration constructs

5. Data structures in assembly language

Course Topics
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6. Stack structure, manipulation & applications

7. Procedures and procedure call/return 
implementation

8. Interrupts handling 

9. Macros and conditional assembly 

10. Multi-module programs; HLL interfacing

11. Linking and loading

12. The .COM and the .EXE program structures 

13. Static libraries. Dynamic libraries

Course Topics
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 ????

Why learn assembly language
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Machine-level programming model
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